HR HELP DESK
COSTS UP?
Cut costs from
$15-$200 per ticket
to under 50 cents.

DIGITAL ASSISTANTS ARE THE MODERN PLATFORM
TO INCREASE BUSINESS EFFICIENCY
What is a digital assistant?
A digital assistant, commonly referred to as a
chatbot, is a robotic use of AI, designed to replicate
the skills of human subject matter experts by being
able to answer Enterprise questions and execute
complex tasks via automation. It uses multiple
skills to cover a broad set of domains and topics in
one conversation. Skills are powered by artiﬁcial
intelligence (AI) that improves the conversation
experience by using natural language processing
(NLP) and semantic analysis.

Who can use this solution?
Organizations that run PeopleSoft or Oracle HCM
Cloud, as well as other Cloud applications, i.e.
Taleo, Kronos, ServiceNow, Salesforce, etc.
Organizations looking to leverage AI to automate
business processes, modernize their users’
experience and reduce operational costs.

Use Case: Highly customized HCM enterprise
application of large conglomerate.
Issue: Answers and resolutions for frequently asked HR questions
are sourced on various applications throughout the enterprise,
based on divisional ownership, requiring employees to make
multiple calls to numerous help desks.
Resolution: Single sign-on (SSO) authenticated chatbot leveraging
employees’ group-based access to data, applications and content.
Using AI and advanced Cloud and on-premise adapters to provide a
simple and efﬁcient automated UX for all your systems.
Beneﬁt: Less help desk calls, faster issue resolution, and lower
stafﬁng levels required to support your Enterprise systems.
The average cost of a help desk ticket is dramatically reduced, while
employee satisfaction rises.

NEXT STEPS:

How does a digital assistant work with
my organization’s HCM enterprise
application?

STEP 1: Email contact@intrasee.com to schedule a live demo
of the IntraSee chatbot solution to review the extensive library
of skills.

An Oracle IaaS environment is securely connected
to your HCM environment (on-premise or cloud).

STEP 2: Prioritize common HR help desk use cases as well as
pain points to be addressed in pilot. Collaborate on skill
requirements for your chatbot.

Through collaboration and the delivery of pre-built
skills, common HR functions are prioritized and
enabled using a conﬁgurable tool with your
Employee Self-Service, Manager Self-Service, and
Help Desk application(s).
A built-in conversation broker facilitates
interactions with multiple systems in a single chat
interface. The broker can be used to further “train”
the chatbot.
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STEP 3: Kick off the pilot and implement fully branded and
conﬁgurable solution in 12-week period with a pilot group of
users. Test out the beneﬁts of the conversational UX with your
applications, data, and people with a subset of your employee
and manager population.
STEP 4: Post pilot and after reviewing data collected, an option
becomes available of turning the pilot into a full production
solution in a matter of weeks.
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